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PREFACE 

 

 

The Fabrication Shop at the Spitzer School of Architecture is one of the integral facilities for our 

architectural education. We depend on every member of student body and faculty to provide a 

safe, efficient and vibrant environment. We make every effort to constantly update and 

improve our facilities but what always remains vital is how we use them. This document is to be 

a comprehensive guideline for using the Fabrication Shop. We hope that all users will feel the 

urge to protect their collective facilities and use this guideline to enjoy a safer and more 

productive Fabrication Shop. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE FABRICATION SHOP 

 

The Fabrication Shop at the Spitzer School of Architecture (SSA) is committed to maintaining a safe working space 

for its students and faculty. What follows are the Fabrication Shop policies and safety rules. Every user of the shop 

is expected to have thoroughly familiarized themselves with this document as well as materials on the website and 

follow them along with the staff directions and shop signage. 

It is the user’s responsibility to attend a shop orientation session (see section II and III), and to read the guidelines 

and fully understand and follow them. The Fabrication Shop staff is available to answer questions at all times.  

It is essential for the users to understand that they are using the shop tools and equipment at their own risk. The 

Fabrication Shop is not an educational facility for woodworking and fabrication. The SSA is not liable for injuries or 

loss resulting from the failure to follow the guidelines. Those who do not follow these guidelines and those posted 

on the SSA/CCNY website will be denied the privileges of fabrication services. 

I. The fabrication facilities are available for use by SSA faculty members, active adjunct faculty and currently 

enrolled students. Users must present a valid and current SSA/CCNY ID and must sign the Sign-In Sheet at 

the front desk before entering the shop. No exceptions may be made. First time users are added to the 

fabrication shop database using the SSA ID. 

II. Users of the fabrication facilities are required to satisfactorily complete a general safety orientation as 

well as training for each machine they use (for students enrolled before Fall 2016 and transfer students 

see section III.) The safety orientations are offered at the beginning of each academic year and machine 

training is scheduled per request. The staff is available to help with the safe and correct use of machinery 

at all times and we encourage asking questions. After attending the orientation, it is the user’s 

responsibility to ensure the safe use of the shop. The safety rules and policies are implemented strictly 

and apply to students, faculty and staff; violators may not continue to use the shop. 

III. For the students who have started their SSA studies prior to Fall 2016 and transfer students, reading and 

following this document will suffice for using the shop. However, if you are interested in taking an 

orientation or machine training they can contact the director of fabrication services for participating in 

periodically scheduled orientations. Also, the staff is available to answer any questions in regards to safety 

guidelines and procedures. 

IV. The shop hours will be posted at the beginning of each semester. The hours are limited by the availability 

of staff and are subject to changes. Any changes in the hours as well as occasional closing for maintenance 

or urgent matters are announced as soon as possible. Notices are posted at the shop’s front door and on 

the SSA Website. The Fabrication Shop is closed during the holidays, lecture evenings and also the time 

periods between the fall, spring and summer semesters.  

V. The Fabrication Shop is only accessible during public hours to the students and faculty.  

VI. A person may not operate shop equipment without another qualified person in attendance. Even a minor 

injury can become very serious if help is not immediately available.  

VII. The fabrication services are only available for school related work.   
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VIII. Students are provided with a semester long credit for the free use of some Digital Fabrication Services. 

Fees may apply for laser cutting, 3D printing, and CNC routers. The rates are variable based on the user 

(i.e. student or faculty member) and the type of project (course projects, SSA/personally funded research 

or projects with external grants.)  

IX. The fabrication facilities may not be used for commercial and production purposes. 

X. If the scope of a project is larger than the average, a minimum of two weeks of approval and planning 

time should be allowed in advance. The shop staff may prioritize other jobs if a project disturbs the 

normal workflow for the rest of the students and faculty. 

XI. The CNC machine and 3D printers may only be operated by the staff. This equipment is accessed only 

through submission of digital files and materials. 

XII. Digital Files should be prepared in accordance with their respective guidelines and templates on the SSA 

website. The Fabrication Shop staff is available at the front desk to review the procedures with the first 

time users. 

XIII. A number of tools may be checked out for use outside the shop. The checkout process is mandatory and is 

administered by the staff. A valid SSA-CCNY ID is required at the time of check out. 

XIV. The computer systems of the Fabrication Shop are for staff use only. Please have your files prepared, 

properly formatted, and named before you arrive at the shop. 

XV. Due to space limitations the Fabrication Shop cannot accommodate material storage so any materials or 

tools left behind will be removed and placed outside the shop. Items left outside the shop may be 

removed or discarded after 48 hours. 

XVI. The scrap materials outside the shop are available for use. The materials kept inside the shop are the 

property of the Fabrication Shop. The purchase and/or use of these materials should be coordinated with 

the director of the shop. 

XVII. The shop cannot provide any consumables such as paint, glue or large quantities of fasteners.  

XVIII. Due to ventilation and OSHA restrictions any chemicals (flammable or otherwise) that generate gases 

and/or fumes are prohibited in the shop. Painting and varnishing is not allowed in the shop. Also, casting 

concrete, plaster, etc. are prohibited. 

XIX. Metal work such as welding, grinding or any other activities that create sparks and/or excessive heat are 

not allowed, as they constitute a fire hazard in a woodshop area.  

XX. The shop users are responsible for cleaning up immediately after they have used the machinery and 

workstations. Any debris or dust must be removed from the work area and the machine itself. 

XXI. Any actions or practices considered hazardous by the shop staff are strictly prohibited.  

XXII. It is required for the users to follow the instructions by the staff. The violators will be asked to leave and 

may be banned from using the fabrication facilities and services. 

XXIII. Policies for the Fabrication Shop are under continuing review and evaluation. This and other documents 

pertaining to the Fabrication Shop will be revised and expanded periodically.  It is important that every 

user refer to the SSA website to familiarize themselves with the latest revisions and updates.    
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USING THE FABRICATION SHOP 

 

1. Before Going to the Shop 

 

The activities of the Fabrication Shop are different from those of design studios. It is important to prepare 

for using the Fabrication Shop. It is your responsibility to prepare and failure to do so can result in serious 

safety and health consequences. 

 

1.1. Make sure you feel OK. If you think you are not awake or attentive enough do not use the Fabrication 

Shop. Operating the machinery under the influence of alcohol and drugs is prohibited.  

1.2. Clothing: 

1.2.1. Wear comfortable clothing without any loose pieces such as hoodies, straps, etc.  

1.2.2. Roll up your sleeves above your elbows when working. Take your jacket off. 

1.2.3. Remove any jewelry (including long necklaces and large ear rings), watches and other items 

on your arms and hands. 

1.2.4. Do not wear gloves; particularly when working the machinery. 

1.2.5. Do not wear headphones in the shop. 

1.2.6. If you are wearing long and/or loose pants fold them up.  

1.2.7. Wear sturdy, comfortable shoes that fully cover your feet and toes. 

1.2.8. Tie up loose hair securely. 

 

1.3. Leave your valuables behind. 

1.4. Plan for your work. Purchase the material you need and think ahead about the ways in which you are 

going to use the shop. 

1.5. Bring your valid SSA/CCNY ID. 

 

2. Once in the Fabrication Shop 

 

2.1. It is mandatory to give your valid SSA/CCNY ID (with a current sticker) to the front desk staff and fill 

the Sign In Sheet before entering the shop.  

2.2. If you are using the Laser cutting, 3D printing or CNC services wait at the front desk and ask for help. 

2.3. You will be given safety goggles after giving your SSA/CCNY ID to the staff when entering. Wear the 

goggles if you are using any machinery or standing close to someone else working. 

2.4. Use earplugs if needed. They are available at the front desk. You can also borrow ear muffs. 

2.5. Wear a mask if there is too much dust in your area. 

2.6. There are hand tools such as jigsaws, palm sanders, and drills available for borrowing. Ask the 

front desk to give you the tools you need.  The tool cabinets are for staff use only and the users may 

not take any tools by themselves under any circumstances. 

2.7. The shop layout has been carefully adjusted for a safe arrangement. Moving the machines or 

workbenches by the users is prohibited. 
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2.8. Users are required to clean the machines and the area around them after use. Leave the 

vacuums (with the cable and trunk wrapped around them), air compressor and brooms in the 

specified corners. Ask the staff if you have doubts about the placement of these items. 

2.9.         Locate the exits and fire extinguishers in the shop. A first aid cabinet is at the entrance. 

2.10.         You are required to follow the staff instructions. Those who fail to do so will be asked to 

leave the shop immediately. 

2.11. Pay attention to the posted signs and notices. 

2.12. Ask questions; discuss your project with the staff to plan for your time in the shop.  

2.13. Users must be trained by the staff if it is their first time using a machine in the Fabrication Shop 

–regardless of your experience with similar machines in the past. Ask for help at the front desk and 

Never use a tool that you have not been trained to use. 

2.14. Be Alert! Not only with what you are doing but also about others.  

2.15. The shop space is a work area. You may be asked to leave if you are not working. 

2.16. Be cautious when moving large pieces of material. 

2.17. Do not leave anything (Materials, tools, etc.) on the floor. They are a tripping hazard.  

2.18. Be careful when moving in the shop. Watch for sharp objects, materials, etc. on the ground. 

Running and/or moving carelessly in the shop is dangerous to you and others. 

2.19. Be courteous of others. Playing music and/or load noises are not allowed in the shop. 

2.20. The use of laptops is not recommended in the Fabrication Shop. We suggest bringing paper 

copies of your blueprints. Laptops can be distracting. They are also susceptible to damages in dusty 

environments. 

2.21. Stay focused while using the machinery and tools. Do not talk to others and watch your hands. 
Always be aware of where your hands are in relation to moving parts, especially blades. Never turn 

your attention away from what you are doing until you have completed the action. 

2.22. Keep a safe distance from other people working and do not distract or talk to them. 

2.23. Eating and drinking in the shop are not allowed. 

2.24. Never work alone in the shop. Using the shop during afterhours is strictly prohibited. 

 

 

3. Using the Facilities - Operating the Machinery 

 

3.1. General 

 

The following general rules and safety precautions apply to all tools at the Fabrication Shop. 

 

3.1.1. Ask the staff if the machine you want to use is working properly. 

3.1.2. Prepare your material. Check it for any knots, cracks or any other defects.  

3.1.3. Do not use the shop tools on any wood with metal pieces in it (nails, staples, rods, etc.) It is 

dangerous and causes damage to the tools. Inspect your material very carefully beforehand, 

particularly for nails and staples from pneumatic guns.  
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3.1.4. Some of the tools, such as the sanders are connected to the dust collection system. Ask the 

staff to turn the dust collector on before using them. 

3.1.5. Make sure the safety guards are in place and properly adjusted. Never remove the safety 

guards without permission; they may only be removed by the staff. 

3.1.6. Before turning the tool on be sure that your stock is not touching any moving part. This can 

strain the motor or cause the blade or cutting bit to bind in the stock. 

3.1.7. Never make any adjustments unless the power is off and the machine has come to a 

complete stop.  

3.1.8. Blades on the band saws, miter saws, panel saw, table saw, planer, and abrasive surfaces on 

the sanders may only be changed by the staff. The users are allowed to change the drill bits 

and adjust the blade on the scroll saw. Make sure the machine is unplugged before doing so. 

3.1.9. Stand in a comfortable, balanced position when working with power tools. Both feet should 

be firmly on the ground. Don't over-reach. 

3.1.10. Keep your hands at least 3” from the blades and moving parts. Do not push the material 

with your hand/finger in front of the blade. Your hand may slip towards the blade. 

3.1.11. Be alert for strange odors, sounds, or unusual behavior in the machine. Pay attention to 

smells that may indicate overheating of the machine or stock. If the machine sounds unusual 

or behaves unusually, turn it off immediately and notify the staff. 

3.1.12. Do not become over-confident. As you learn to operate a machine you will gain confidence; 

do not allow your confidence to lead to carelessness. Always remain alert to the machine's 

potential danger. 

3.1.13. Be cautious, not timid. Having some fear is healthy and keeps you alert. Being timid can 

result in apprehension and poor control of machines or stock. 

3.1.14. Never leave a machine with the power on. Further, the machine should be completely 

stopped before you leave it. 

3.1.15. Always wait until the blade has stopped moving before clearing scrap and/or leaving the 

machine. 

 

 

 

3.2. Work Benches 

 

There are tables in the shop with wood and metal tops. In both cases, users should be careful to 

avoid damaging the surfaces. 

 

3.2.1. Only the staff is allowed to move tables for specific occasions. Ask for help. 

3.2.2. Use a scrap board under your material when drilling or cutting on the tables. Drilling 

directly on the tabletop is not allowed. 

3.2.3. When using jigsaws do not get closer than 2” to the sides of the table.  

3.2.4. Painting, varnishing, and any use of similar chemicals is not allowed in the woodshop.  

3.2.5. Gluing is only allowed on the metal top tables. When using glue ask for paper covers for the 

table. Be very careful not to spill glue on the tools and ground. The glued pieces may not 
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remain on the workbenches and/or in the shop unless you are working on the table. The 

glued pieces may not stay in the shop overnight. 

3.2.6. Climbing over the tables for cutting is prohibited. 

3.2.7. Clean the table and the area around it of dust and scrap. 

 

3.3. Band Saw 

 

The band saw is a versatile tool. Using the correct blades, curve cuts can be done on a band saw  by 

feeding the stock through the blade freehanded, i.e. without the use of a guide. With the proper set 

up you can also rip, crosscut, miter, and resaw, i.e. cut a board to the thickness of your desire. You 

can also cut lap joints and slip joints on the band saw.  

3.3.1. When making curved cuts, make sure the blade on the band saw you are using can make the 

cut. The smaller the blade width, the tighter the curve you can achieve. Ask if you are 

unsure. 

3.3.2. NEVER turn the stock to achieve a corner or a very tight curve. The blade is tensioned and 

twisting it will make it break and possibly lash out of the machine. 

3.3.3. Never make adjustments to the tool unless the power is off and the blade is completely still. 

3.3.4. Adjust the blade guard to about a ¼” over the surface of the material you are cutting. This 

way the minimum amount of blade is exposed if your hand slips and the blade guides are 

close to the cutting action ensuring a straight cut. 

3.3.5. Stand positioned in front of the machine (i.e. on the side of the machine that the teeth of 

the blade face). Do not stand to the right of the blade or permit others to stand to the right 

of the blade. If the band saw blade breaks it could potentially lash into the area to the right 

of the saw. Stand squarely balanced on two feet at comfortable arms reach from the table 

surface. 

3.3.6. Make sure the band saw table surface is clear of any obstructions (no push sticks, tape 

measures, or other items) before turning power on. 

3.3.7. Make sure that your material is clear of the blade before turning the power on so that the 

blade is at full speed before starting your cut. 

3.3.8. When cutting freehand, keep your hands to either side of the blade as you feed the material 

through the blade. Never feed stock with your hands, fingers, or thumbs directly in front of 

the blade! Your hand may slip forward into the blade. 

3.3.9. Keep your fingers 3” away from the blade. Remember, the closer your fingers come to the 

blade the higher the risk of injury. Use any means necessary to increase the distance 

between your hands and the blade: use push sticks or blocks, use a wood clamp to hold the 

piece you are cutting, tack your piece to a larger board, and/or plan your cuts wisely to leave 

the most material in tact as long as possible. 

3.3.10. Tuck in your thumbs. 

3.3.11. Make sure that your thumbs, as well as fingers, are not in the line of the cut. 

3.3.12. You may safely back out of a straight cut while the machine is running. To back out of a 

short, gently curved cut, turn the power off, and wait for the blade to come to a complete 

stop before backing out. 

3.3.13. Never back out of a long, complicated or tightly curved cut—you must cut your way out! 
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3.3.14. Use relief cuts on sharp curves to remove material and free the blade from tension. 

3.3.15. Make sure the stock you are cutting lays flat on the table as you cut. 

3.3.16. Never cut mid air. Lay your material on the bed. 

3.3.17. Never cut anything that rocks or rolls on the table surface. 

3.3.18. Round stock can be cut using a "V" block. 

3.3.19. Slow down at the end of your cut to avoid lurching forward when the blade breaks free of 

the stock you are cutting. 

3.3.20. If the blade breaks, or you notice anything out of the ordinary, immediately turn the power 

off, step back from the tool until all movement stops, then notify Fabrication Shop staff. 

3.3.21. Make sure the power is off and the blade has completely stopped moving before clearing 

small material away from the blade (i.e. material that will bring your hand within 3” of the 

blade). 

3.3.22. After finishing your cut, turn the power off, wait until blade has come to a complete stop, 

and lower the blade guard to its lowest position. 

3.3.23. Never stick an object into the blade in order to stop it quicker. 

3.3.24. Clean the tool and the area around the tool of dust and scrap. 

 

 

3.4. Miter Saw 

 

3.4.1. The miter saw is for crosscutting only. It allows for fast, straight, and accurate crosscuts, 

including miters. It may also be referred to as a chop saw. 

3.4.2. Make sure the board you are cutting lies flat on the table and flush against the fence. 

3.4.3. If your board is warped in any way ask the shop staff if and how it can be safely cut. 

3.4.4. If you are right handed, stand just to the left of the blade, holding the board with your left 

hand and operating the saw with your right. Left-handers should reverse this procedure. 

3.4.5. Never cut cross-handed! If you are standing to the left of the blade, you hold the board in 

place on the left. If you are standing to the right of the blade, hold the board in place on the 

right. 

3.4.6. Hold the board firmly in place. If you doubt your strength, use a clamp to hold the board in 

place. 

3.4.7. Make sure your hand is not in the circular plate area of the table when making a cut. If you 

cannot make a cut without your hand being in the circular plate area, your board is too 

short. Use another tool! 

3.4.8. Do not place your finger on the power trigger when adjusting your material placement. 

3.4.9. Make sure your stock is not in contact with the blade when you power on the saw. 

3.4.10. Don’t force the cut! Lower the blade into and through the wood at a slow and steady pace. 

Remember a slower cut is a cleaner cut. 

3.4.11. When making a cut, lower the blade until it will lower no more, and then raise the blade 

completely out of the stock before releasing the power trigger. 

3.4.12. Don’t cut stacked boards. If you need multiple pieces of the same length, ask how to set up 

a stop. 
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3.4.13. When using a stop, make sure that you have control over the length of board that is 

between the stop and the blade. You can also use a block between your board and the stop 

that is removed before cutting so that your board is not pinched between the stop and the 

blade when making your cut. The material may fly loose if that happens and can be 

dangerous. 

3.4.14. Always wait until the blade has stopped moving before clearing scrap. 

3.4.15. When adjusting the miter table, be sure to tighten the lock knob. 

3.4.16. Keep blade guards intact. 

3.4.17. Clean the tool and the area around the tool of dust and scrap. 

 

 

3.5. Table Saw 

 

The table saw is a very useful machine for creating accurate cuts and it is also the most dangerous 

machine in the Fabrication Shop. DO NOT USE THE TABLE SAW IF YOU ARE NOT CERTIFIED FOR THE 

TABLE SAW. The use of the table saw is for certified users only. To be certified for the table saw 

contact the Director of Fabrications to set up an appointment.  

3.5.1. The area in front of the table saw is only for the person cutting the material. The material 

may get a kick back and it will be dangerous to be in front of the blade. 

3.5.2. Do not use or put any material on the table saw extension table. 

3.5.3. If you are helping others by holding a large material be careful to let them “drive” the 

material. Do not put any force on the material and only hold the weight.  

3.5.4. If someone else cuts your material for you, you are still responsible for cleaning the 

machine and the area around it. The table saw creates a larger amount of dust and a wider 

area around it –particularly in front of the machine and under the table- should be cleaned.  

 

 

3.6. Sanders 

 

3.6.1. Roll up your sleeves, remove any loose piece of clothing, tie up long hair, and take off any 

jewelry, watches, and anything that could get cut pulled into the machine. Don’t use 

gloves. The abrasive surface can catch any loose pieces immediately because of high friction. 

3.6.2. Eye protection is required as with any other power tool. Sanders can throw chips and/or bit 

of abrasives at high speed. 

3.6.3. Use sanders for finishing your pieces. Do not use sanders instead of a saw for cutting off 

large chunks. 

3.6.4. Sanders are connected to the dust collection system. Ask the staff to turn the dust collector 

on before using them. 

3.6.5. Wear a dust mask if you are sanding for a long time. 

3.6.6. Pay careful attention to where your hands are, keeping clear of the abrasive surface. 

3.6.7. Grip your work securely in order to maintain control and avoid having the work thrown from 

your hands. 
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3.6.8. Press stock to sanding surface using moderate pressure. Do not apply excessive pressure as 

this can put undue strain on the machine. 

3.6.9. Disc Sander: Always sand with the downward motion of the disc. In this manner the 

momentum of the disc helps stabilize the work piece on the table. Sanding with the upward 

motion can, on the other hand, send your piece flying upward. 

3.6.10. Disc Sander: Make sure that the gap between the table and the sanding disc does not 

exceed one eighth of an inch. If you notice a larger gap, notify the shop staff. If the gap is too 

large, the motion of the disc can pull your work piece into the gap, potentially bringing your 

hands in contact with the abrasive disc. 

3.6.11. Belt Sander: If you notice that the sanding belt is frayed or cracked, do not use the machine. 

Notify the shop staff to have the belt changed. Belts in poor condition can break and be 

thrown from the sander. 

3.6.12. Belt Sander: Stand so that the rotation of the belt is traveling away from you. This way, if 

your work piece is thrown from your hands, it will be carried away from you. 

3.6.13. Belt Sander: If the belt is not tracking properly, i.e. is not remaining centered on the 

cylinders, stop the machine and notify the shop staff. 

3.6.14. Spindle Sander: Sanding against the rotation of the spindle gives you the greatest control. 

The resistance allows for better control of the work piece. 

3.6.15. Spindle Sander: Mind the gap between the spindle and the table. Be sure that you have 

enough of the work piece in contact with the table to prevent it from being pulled into the 

gap by the oscillating motion of the spindle. 

3.6.16. Clean the tool and the area around the tool of dust and scrap. 

 

 

3.7. Drill Press 

 

A drill press is used to bore accurate holes through stock. You can set up the drill press to bore 

completely through your material or only partially through.  

3.7.1. Be sure to have a firm hold on the material you are drilling. The material may get caught in 

around the bit and spin or swing towards you. If you are having difficulty holding the 

material securely in place, clamp it to the table. It is a safer and more accurate method. 

3.7.2. The machine’s rpm (spindle speed) is usually adjusted to a medium. If you are drilling in 

metal ask for the staff help to adjust the speed. 

3.7.3. If your piece is small or will not easily lie flat on the table, secure it in a vice or hold it in place 

with the aid of a clamp. Fingers should be 3” from the bit. 

3.7.4. Use a “V” Block when drilling cylindrical stock. 

3.7.5. When drilling long stock, position the excess of the board to the left. This way, if the board 

spins, it will hit the post, not you! 

3.7.6. When drilling extra long stock, make sure the length of the board is supported. 

3.7.7. If the bit catches in your wood and starts to revolve, stand away and turn the power off if 

it is safe. Don’t try to grab it with the power on. 

3.7.8. Keep your hands away from the revolving chuck and bit. 

3.7.9. Make sure that your bit is securely fastened in the chuck. 
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3.7.10. Make sure that you remove the chuck key once you have fastened the drill bit in place. Put 

the key back in place. 

3.7.11. Be sure to place a scrap board under your work piece to avoid drilling into the table. This 

will also help getting a better drilling quality. 

3.7.12. When cutting deep holes, particularly in hard woods, raise the bit out of the hole from time 

to time to clear the cuttings and permit the bit to cut efficiently. 

3.7.13. The drill bit and shavings can be very hot immediately after drilling. Use caution when 

clearing shavings and removing the bit. 

3.7.14. If your wood is burning, slow down your feed rate. Also, slowing down your feed rate at the 

end of a through-cut prevents tear out. 

3.7.15. When you are finished, remove the bit and return it to the front desk. 

3.7.16. Clean the tool and the area around the tool of dust and scrap. 

 

 

3.8. Scroll Saw 

 

A scroll saw allows for the cutting of intricate shapes, including inside cuts.  

3.8.1. Always unplug tool and back off the tension when changing or threading blade for an inside 

cut. 

3.8.2. Make sure the blade is adequately secure in both upper and lower blade clamps. 

3.8.3. The blade must be tensioned. A loose blade will bend and results in an inaccurate line. 

Release the tension before changing the blade. Clamp the lower end of the blade first. Make 

sure the blade is straight before clamping the top. Turn the tension knob (with a 1 to 5 scale) 

to your left until the blade is fully tensioned. 

3.8.4. Keep your fingers to either side of the blade to keep it from slipping forward into the blade. 

Your hand should never be positioned directly in front of the blade. 

3.8.5. Unlike band saws, the scroll saw goes down and up. The scroll saws don’t have a hold down 

mechanism and you should be holding the material down firmly. Hold stock applying 

pressure down to hold it on the table while feeding it into the blade at a moderate speed. Do 

not force the material through the blade faster than it wants to go! 

3.8.6. Make sure the stock you are cutting lays flat on the table. 

3.8.7. When backing out of curved cuts, power off, and then back out. 

3.8.8. Make relief cuts on sharp curves to remove material and free the blade from tension. 

3.8.9. When clearing small pieces from near the blade, make sure the power is off and the blade 

has stopped moving. 

3.8.10. Always back off the tension when finished using the tool. 

3.8.11. Clean the tool and the area around the tool of dust and scrap. 
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3.9. Planer 

 

The planer is used to create a perfectly flat face on a board that is exactly parallel to the opposite flat 

face, which is usually created on a jointer. The planer may not be used with warped materials or ones 

with no flat surface. 

3.9.1. Ask the staff to turn on the dust collection system before using the planer. 

3.9.2. Make sure the table is free of debris before powering on the planer. 

3.9.3. Check the board for loose knots, nails, staples, dirt, sand or other foreign objects that could 

come free during the planning process, harming you or the machine. 

3.9.4. Do not plane material less than 12” long. 

3.9.5. Make sure the side of the stock lying on the table is flat. This can be achieved on the 

jointer.  Do not plane twisted materials 

3.9.6. Do not plane painted or varnished boards. 

3.9.7. Never set the machine to take off more than 1/16” per pass. Be sure that the measurement 

that you use to set the table is taken from the thickest part of your board. 

3.9.8. Do not stand directly behind the board you are feeding into the planer. The board can be 

thrown from the planer. 

3.9.9. Never look into or reach into the planer when it is powered on. 

3.9.10. Never reach into to planer without disconnecting the power first. 

3.9.11. Feed only one board through at a time. 

3.9.12. Once the machine’s rollers grab the board, STOP feeding it by hand and let the rollers take 

over. The material may be pushed down and your fingers could be stuck in between. 

3.9.13. As soon as there is no longer any need to support the weight of the board, take your hands 

away from the board completely. If the board needs help going through the planer use a 

push stick. 

3.9.14. If your board is thicker at one end, run the thicker end through first. 

3.9.15. Short boards may tilt up then down quickly. Be careful that your fingers are not on the 

underside of the board so that they do not get pinched between the board and the table. 

3.9.16. Ask for instruction before planing material thinner than 3/8”. 

3.9.17. If stock gets stuck in the planer, power off and wait for the knives to quit turning 

completely. Then, and only then, lower the table and remove the board. Don’t reach into the 

planer: use another board to push the board out of the planer. If it is necessary to reach into 

the planer to remove the board, disconnect the power first. 

3.9.18. Orient grain on board so that it runs uphill from left to right when looking at the side of the 

board. This will prevent tear-out and facilitate a smooth cut.  

3.9.19. Never plane across the grain. 

3.9.20. Wait until half of the length of your board is through the planer before moving to other side 

to retrieve it. 

3.9.21. Get someone to help you catch the board when planing long boards. 

3.9.22. When removing lumber from out feed table, stand to the side of the board so that you do 

not get pinned between the board and any immovable object. 

3.9.23. Return table to its highest position when finished using the planer. 

3.9.24. Clean the tool and the area around the tool of dust and scrap. 
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3.10. Table Mounted Router 

 

The table-mounted router can be used to cut a variety of decorative edges on boards depending on 

the type of bit being used. Various types of joinery can also be cut on the table-mounted router, such 

as dodoes and rabbets. 

3.10.1. Unplug the machine when changing the bit. 

3.10.2. Make sure the bit is securely fastened in the chuck before powering on. 

3.10.3. Feed stock against the rotation of the bit. Feeding with the rotations can cause the bit to 

grab and pull the board, which can be dangerous. 

3.10.4. Do not route short stock. The board must ride securely against the fence without tipping 

into the bit. Route the board while long then cut it to length. 

3.10.5. Never trap the stock in between the fence and the bit. 

3.10.6. Keep hands 3” away from the cutting bit when machine is in motion. Use push blocks to 

achieve this. Use feather boards if stock is narrow. 

3.10.7. Be sure to use a miter gauge for cuts made across the width of the board. 

3.10.8. Never reach under the table when the tool is running. 

3.10.9. Take light cuts of 1/8” at a time until you reach your desired depth. 

3.10.10. When you are finished, remove the bit and return it to the front desk. 

3.10.11. Clean the tool and the area around the tool of dust and scrap. 

 

 

4. After Finishing Your Work 

4.1. Cleaning your Work Area 

The shop users are required to clean their workspace immediately after using a tool and give a 

clean machine to the next person in line. Do not wait until you are leaving the shop. By leaving 

more dust on the ground, more dust will be circulated in the air and inhaled by the shop users and 

staff. There are dust collector trunks, vacuums, air compressors, brooms, brushes and paper towels 

available in the Fabrication Shop. Any debris or dust on the tool AND the area around it should be 

cleaned. We recommend that you use the air compressor with some distance and gently to clean 

the machine and use a vacuum or broom to clean the area around it afterwards. The shop staff may 

ask you to clean the machine again if it has not been cleaned adequately.  

At the end of the day, everyone in the shop will be asked to help clean the shop. 

4.2. Do not leave any material scraps behind. Only small pieces (less than 3”) may go into the garbage 

bins. Larger pieces should be put in the sorted scrap bin outside the shop. Sharp objects (e.g. blades) 

should be places in the Sharp objects disposal box at the front desk. 

4.3. The Fabrication Shop accommodates neither material nor project storage. Any materials or tools left 

behind will be removed. The leftover materials will be placed outside and the Fabrication Shop 

cannot be held responsible for their loss.  

4.4. Make sure to take everything with you. The shop is not responsible for any losses or damages. 

4.5. Give the goggles and any other tools you have borrowed back to the front desk staff and retrieve 

your SSA/CCNY ID. 
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TOOL CHECK OUT 

 

The Fabrication Shop has a number of tools that may be checked out by students and faculty during the shop 

hours. Ask the staff for the available extra tools as the tools intended for use in the shop may not be checked out.  

The tools are not available to be checked out overnight with the exception of clamps. The check-out limit is 24 

hours for clamps. 

The person who has borrowed the tool is responsible for its safe and proper use. Users are liable for any health 

consequences and the damages to the tools. 

To check out the tools, come to the Fabrication Shop with your valid SSA/CCNY ID and ask the staff for help. You 

may take the tools once you have left your ID and the tools and your card have been scanned in the data base. 

First time users will be added to the Fabrication Shop User Database. 

Late return may result in losing your privilege to check out tools. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UPDATED ON FEBRUARY 15TH 2017 

 

Policies for the SSA Fabrication are under continuing review and evaluation. This and other 

documents pertaining to the Fabrication Shop will be revised and expanded periodically.  It is 

important that every user refer to the SSA website to familiarize themselves with the latest revisions 

and updates.     


